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Abstract. This article summarizes the research results related to our own conducted 

extensive laboratory tests of polymer composite and steel fishplated glued insulated rail 

joints (GIRJs), namely axial tensile tests as well as vertical static and dynamic tests. 

The investigation dealt with the examination of GIRJs assembled with steel and special 

glass-fiber reinforced plastic (polymer composite) fishplates, both of them for CWR 

railway tracks (i.e. so-called gapless tracks or, in other words, railway tracks with 

continuously welded rails). The exact rail joint types were MTH-P and MTH-AP, 

consistently. The MTH P types have been commonly applied for many years in the CWR 

tracks in Europe, mainly in Hungary. The MTH-AP rail joints consist of fishplates that 

are produced by the APATECH factory (Russia). They are made of a fiberglass-

amplified polymer composite material at high pressure and controlled temperature. 

This solution can eliminate electrical fishplate lock and early fatigue failures just as it 

can ensure adequate electrical insulation. The advantage of such rail joints can be that 

they are probably able to ensure the substitution of the glued insulated rail joints with 

relatively expensive steel fishplates currently applied by railway companies, e.g. 

Hungarian State Railways (MÁV). The aim of the mentioned research summarized in 

this paper is to formulate recommendations on technical applicability and on the 

technological instructions that are useful in everyday railway operation practice on the 

basis of the measurements and tests carried out on rail joints in laboratory. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the 21st century the railway transportation will be an increasingly important task 

related to the developed world and society. It started in the 19th and the 20th century with   

enormous railway construction procedures all over the world. 

In the past, the main tasks that had to be solved were a high traction force of the 

locomotives and other hauling vehicles, transition from the steam to diesel and electric 

hauling as well as a higher and higher speed demand of the vehicles, etc. Nowadays the 

environmental friendly technologies (e.g. lower pollution, lower energy demand, green and 

greener energy for operation, etc.) and the economic solutions (cost efficient with the lowest 

life cycle costs, even higher lifetime, sustainability, etc.) came to occupy the foreground [1]. 

In relation to the above-mentioned technologies and technical solutions, we can 

mention some special ones such as application of noise and vibration damping layers and 

elements [2–6]; ensuring lower stress in the railway permanent ways’ that result and 

ensure lower elastic and plastic deformation in the track as well as in the layer structure 

[7–8]; techniques which provide special work processes, e.g. tamping of wide sleepers or 

side tamping that does not disturb the dense, compacted sub-ballast layer [9–10]; new and 

newer technologies ensuring decreased dynamic effects that can result in subsidiary 

failures (maybe cracking, fracturing, breaking) in the tracks’ elements [11]; minimizing 

the wear of track elements (mainly the rails’) [12] and lowering the ballast breakage [13–

16]. The determination of the geometrical deterioration process is also quite important 

[17–18] for the ability to predict maintenance work. 

Other “trends” can be found regarding the development of railway infrastructure: the 

improvement of railway network in the aspect of interoperability across the state borders 

[19–20], accurate surveying of railway tracks, switches and crossings [21–22] as well as 

checking and measurement of visibility triangles at grade crossings [23]. 

In the case of dealing with railway infrastructure, the railway traffic, its safety can be 

also discussed. There are improved, special fuzzy-logic methods and algorithms for safety 

evaluation [24]. 

Although it is not strictly related to railway engineering (transport infrastructure part), it 

is worth mentioning the risk management on railway projects [25], where risk is to be taken 

into consideration in planning, construction and maintenance phases: Pareto analysis can be 

applied. 

Of course, the above mentioned aspects are not the only ones that can be taken into 

consideration in relation to the developed railway transportation and railway infrastructure, 

mainly in the 21st century. It can be assumed that more and more brand new technology and 

technical improvements will be announced and introduced into this area of transportation 

because of the demand for the ‘best’ or high-tech solutions in the future. 

This paper deals with a possible new direction of the railway development. In Chapter 2 

the authors introduce the basis, the base problems related to the topic of their research. They 

detail why it is important to consider the application of modified, modern structural elements 

(e.g. polymer composite fishplates), regarding aspects of CWR tracks (tracks with 

continuously welded rails) as well as signaling and processing (safety) system related to safe 

railway traffic. 
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2. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND, LITERATURE REVIEW 

Based on railway maintenance experiences of Hungarian State Railways (MÁV) as 

well as Raaberbahn, Győr-Sopron-Ebenfurth Railway (GYSEV), glued insulated rail 

joints prefabricated with steel fishplates need a lot of maintenance source due to rail 

deformations. The other main problem is a false (railway control) signal due to rail end 

failures (e.g. creasing, end post cracking, etc.). All this leads to the railway capacity   

restriction. In Hungarian practice, three rail systems (i.e. rail profiles) were considered for 

new constructions and rehabilitations as well as for renewal, in the application of polymer 

composite fishplated glued insulated rail joints: MÁV 48, 54E1 (i.e. UIC 54) and 60E1 

(i.e. UIC 60) rail profiles. The main criterion for the choice of rail quality and rail profile 

should be the railway traffic (axle load, speed, etc.). It means the rails should fulfill 

requirements as bended-sheared structures with elastic bedded sleepers or elastic bedded 

RC slabs, etc. Besides, their wear resistance has to be high enough. 

The opportunities to connect (join) rails are the following: application of fishplated rail 

joints, rail welding, and rail expansion devices [26–27]. Basically, the rail joints with 

fishplates can be set up as (i) traditional fishplated rail joints without any insulation and 

adhesive material (they are applied in normal ‘gapped’ railway permanent ways mainly 

without electric hauling and without special electric railway signaling and processing 

(safety) systems; (ii) traditional fishplated rail joints with electric insulation (insulated 

rail joints with fishplates) but without adhesive material (gluing) in normal ‘gapped’ 

railway permanent ways as well as in CWR tracks mainly with electric hauling and with 

special electric railway signaling and processing (safety) systems; (iii) glued insulated 

rail joints with electric insulation and adhesive material mainly in CWR tracks (Fig. 1). 

(It has to be mentioned that application of glued insulated rail joints is also allowed in 

‘gapped’ tracks, but it is not a common solution due to its high costs.) 

 

Fig. 1 Glued insulated rail joint assembled by polymer composite fishplates 

From other point of view, the fishplated rail joints can be supported or suspended 

joints [26–27]. The supported rail joints fit only to wooden/timber and synthetic sleepers, 

but the suspended rail joints can be applied with sleepers produced of any material (i.e. 

wooden/timber, concrete, reinforced concrete, pre-stressed reinforced concrete, steel, 

synthetic). 
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The cross sectional geometry of the fishplates can be seen in Fig. 2. The cross sections of 

fishplates for glued insulated rail joints are similar to the common flat fishplates, but the 

main difference between them is that they fill out the space until the rail web while the outer 

sides of the fishplates are flat, smooth. This geometry provides that they have a higher 

moment of inertia than the common flat fishplates. The lengths of fishplates have two 

common values: the 4-hole types are 650 mm long and they are applied to the supported rail 

joints; the 6-hole types are 900 long and they fit to the suspended rail joints. 

 

Fig. 2 Common cross sections of fishplates (left: common flat fishplate, middle: angled 

fishplate, right: bone shape fishplate) (on the basis [27]) 

Insulated rail joints are special types of fishplated rail joints where the rail ends are 

insulated from each other. In this way a metallic connection cannot arise either at the rail ends 

or via fishplates [27]. The role of the rail connections (rail joints) is to ensure the continuity of 

the rails without vertical and horizontal ‘steps’ as well as without horizontal angle. 

The glued insulated rail joint solution with polymer composite fishplates can eliminate 

failure caused by early fatigue just as it can ensure electrical conduction insulation between 

the rails to be connected. One of the advantages of such rail joints is the ‘exchange’ 

possibility of the glued insulated rail joints (with common steel fishplates) currently applied 

by MÁV. It is important to note that with the precise construction process (e.g. size of the 

rail end gap) in the context of the rail joint’s assembly, the design of the bedding layer with 

sufficient compactness (dense) greatly influences the change of the condition of the glued 

insulated rail joints. 

These rail connections are the weak points of the railway track because their fishplates 

can compensate only for 60% of the moment of inertia of the original rail profile. The 

wheel, while passing the gap between the rail ends, hits the forthcoming rail end, which is 

disadvantageous for the whole railway super- and substructure as well as for the railway 

vehicle. Dynamic effects are much higher in the case of vertical and/or horizontal steps (and 

angles) than in the case of rail joints without geometrical failures [28]. It has to be 

mentioned that lower bending stiffness of fishplates causes a higher rail deflection, or even 

a permanent deformation of rail ends. Such rail joints are characterized by the impact angle 

between both the connected rails, which, as a consequence, causes impact forces. 

Glued insulated rail joints can be applied in suspended and supported joints depending 

on their type in the case of value of sleeper space and wheel/axle load on given railway tracks. 

High tensile strength bolts have to be applied to press fishplates and rail(s) together. In this 

way, a significant high friction force can be achieved between the fishplates and rails (rail 

webs). It causes that the high axial forces in the rails cannot open the rail joints (i.e. there 
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is not any relative movement/displacement between the fishplates and rails; or, in other 

words, the gap between the rail ends does not open compared to the original value). 

Plastic profile lining (plate) is incorporated between rail ends to be able to achieve 

adequate electric insulation in this location, too [26–27]. 

Glued insulated rail joints can be produced and assembled in factory as prefabricated 

‘elements’ with given rail length values as well as on site, where they are assembled from 

collected parts [27]. It can be stated that the quality of glued insulated rail joints that 

produced in factory circumstances is better than the pieces made on site. 

As mentioned earlier, there are several relevant problems with glued insulated rail joints 

[26–27]: (i) railway track geometry faults (results of normal geometrical deterioration of 

railway tracks); (ii) mechanical/structural failures (due to rolling contact fatigue or fracture 

of one/some of the elements, i.e. rail, fishplate, bolt; etc.); (iii) failures based on electric 

insulation problems (i.e. trouble in signaling and processing (safety) systems) due to seeable 

or non-seeable reasons; (iv) other failures generated due to the (i)…(iii) original problems 

(water pockets below the support sleepers, etc.). The main reason for application and 

preferring of glued insulated rail joints with glass-fiber reinforced fishplates is related to the 

above mentioned (iii) problems. However, the mechanical/structural failures are also 

important but they are not the general ones. This solution avoids the failures because of the 

main electric insulation troubles; its basement is the fact that glass-fiber reinforced plastic 

(polymer composite) material is an electric insulator. In the international literature there are 

many examples dealing with the topic of insulated and glued insulated rail joints’ failures. 

In the following paragraphs the authors summarize the main consequences from their 

literature review, regarding and focusing on the relevant aspects. It can be noted that 

sandwich [29] and composite, laminated structures and products [30] are applied in a very 

wide range of industry. 

In the case of rail joints, the damage is due to a relatively low moment of inertia of the 

fishplate pair (compared to the whole rail profile) [31] as well as the evolved high stresses 

that can result in plastic deformation and lipping in the rail steel [32–35]. The lipping 

phenomenon is a typical failure mode (plastic deformation) at the rail ends because of the 

‘closing’ of the rail heads and passing wheels. The other significant damages, namely, 

failure modes that are prone to happen, are summarized in the following list [36]: battering, 

shelling and metal flow of rail end; endpost battering, delamination; cracked joint bar 

(fishplate); railhead spalling; chipping at rail end and gage corner; railhead crushing; 

opening (pull apart) of insulated rail joint; dipping of insulated rail joint. 

The maintenance cost of rail joints is relatively high; it is critical from the aspect that 

avoiding of glued insulated rail joints can be solved in a very complicated manner in 

CWR tracks. It would need difficult solutions to be able to operate modern railway 

signaling and processing system [31]. The modified rail head geometry (in longitudinal 

direction, i.e. rounded/offset rail end) is able to decrease the arising stresses and to 

increase rail joint lifetime [37–38]. The evolution of lipping phenomenon can be hindered 

by application of higher rail steel qualities and/or rails with heat-treated heads [32–33]. 

The choosing of adequate adhesive materials influences the deterioration rate [32, 35] while 

the rail end post with appropriate material and thickness is a critical point [32]. Next to 

them, the significance of the gluing pattern and the applied adhesive quantity is relatively 

high [37]. 
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3. APPLIED METHODS, MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF RAIL JOINTS  

AND CARRIED OUT LABORATORY TESTS 

3.1. Applied methods 

There is currently no valid standard that contains requirements related to glued insulated 

rail joints assembled with glass-fiber reinforced fishplates. The specifications and parameters 

of the European pre-standard (WG18/DG11) [39] were adopted and applied for the authors’ 

laboratory tests. This pre-standard has parameters and testing methodologies only for glued 

insulated rail joints with steel fishplates. However, in international literature there are more 

connected and relevant standards and specifications, like AS 1085.12:2002 standard [40] 

and Austrian Railways’ technical specification [41]. Yet, these could not be used in the 

authors’ research due to the main differences between polymer composite and steel 

materials. Steel fishplated structures have significant lower deformations than others 

assembled with plastic ones because e.g. the high difference in Young-moduli as well as 

bending stiffness values. 

MTH-AP type fishplates can be used in CWR tracks as joint bars in suspended rail 

joints only in the case of temporary purposes. It means that if a permanent steel fishplated 

glued insulated rail joint is damaged and it has to be replaced/exchanged, glass-fiber 

fishplates are able to be installed without adhesive but they can be kept at that place for 6 

months at most while the highest allowed speed is 120 km/h [42]. After 6 months, they 

must be replaced with new, steel fishplated GIRJs. One of the purposes of the research is 

to investigate in the period between 2015 and 2020 as well as some years earlier (i.e. 

between 2010 and 2012) (detailed in [38]) whether the MTH-AP fishplates were able to 

be utilized in CWR tracks or not. 

Based on the previously mentioned specifications, the authors planned and conducted 

more tests: (i) in laboratory; (ii) on site (i.e. in real tracks); (iii) they made FE models and 

have run 2D simulations. 

The laboratory test parameters were defined in accordance with the following standards 

and specifications: (i) axial pulling tests considering ΔTrail=90 °C (ΔTrail is the change in rail 

temperature in [°C]) according to D.12/H. Hungarian prescription [43]; (ii) axial pulling 

tests with the consideration of ΔTrail=50 °C according to WG18/DG11 pre-standard [39]; 

(iii) static and dynamic bending tests according to WG18/DG11 [39]. 

It has to be noted that axial pulling tests were only conducted for the higher ΔTrail 

value while the static and dynamic bending tests were performed for more cases than the 

European pre-standard required. 

For the laboratory tests the rail joints were assembled with the application of two types 

of adhesives (notation ‘A’ or ‘B’ refer to the type of adhesive). 

The main characteristics of the tested specimens are detailed in Chapter 3.2.1. 

Even in the axial pulling tests as well as in the static and dynamic bending tests the 

authors have applied data analysis and process with the help of MS Excel software. The 

main evaluations are based on engineering and scientific aspects and methods. The 

authors have tried to formulate the results and the main conclusions from the point of 

view of their being able to be used in real applications, under real circumstances. Up to 

now there is no published, useful, extensive literature which can be adequate for the 

glued insulated rail joints with special polymer composite fishplates. 
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3.2. Main characteristics of the rail joints and the conducted laboratory tests 

3.2.1. Main characteristics of the rail joints 

In this chapter the main properties of the elements of the tested rail joints are specified. It 

means that the authors give only the relevant ones, not all the available data. 

Rails: for each of the assembled specimens (for axial pulling tests as well as static and 

dynamic bending tests) ‘old’ and used rail pieces were applied. It means that they had a 

relatively low traffic loading in the past; in this way they did not have a significant wear 

in any direction. For the tested rail joints MÁV 48, 54E1 and 60E1 (in the following: rail 

profiles 48, 54 and 60 abbreviations are also applied, respectively) rail profiles were 

utilized. Because all the profiles are standard ones, the geometrical data can be found in 

standards (e.g. MSZ EN 13674-1 standard [44]) and data sheets (e.g. D.54 specification 

of MÁV [45]) or in technical books [36]. 

Fishplates: steel fishplates were MTH-P types, the glass-fiber reinforced (polymer 

composite) fishplates were MTH-AP types (produced by the APATECH factory in 

Russia). They all are 900 m long and 6-hole fishplates with the hole geometry related to 

Hungarian standard [42–43, 45]. The main parameters of the fishplates can be found in 

data sheets of the producers (they cannot be reached on the internet; the details can be 

found in [38]). 

Fishplate bolts were M27 8.8 (in the case of 60 rail profile) and M24 8.8 (in the case 

of 54 and 48 rail profiles). 

The main characteristics of the applied adhesive materials are summarized in Table 1. 

It should be mentioned that the adhesive type ‘B’ is a common adhesive material at the 

Austrian State Railways (ÖBB) for glued insulated rail joint with steel fishplates. Hence 

the adhesive type ‘A’ ensured significant high shear strength capabilities during the 

authors’ previously carried out laboratory tests [46]. 

Table 1 Main characteristics of the applied adhesive materials 

Adhesive 

type 

Text  

details 

Installation 

temperature  

[°C] 

Open  

time  

[min] 

Bonding/drying 

time  

[min] 

‘A’ 

Two-component polyurethane 

sealant and adhesive. 

Thixotropic.  

Binding mechanism:  

poly-addition. Gluing for  

up to 5.0 mm thickness layers. 

+15…+35 10 60 

‘B’ 

Two-component methyl 

methacrylate based adhesive. 

Gluing for up to 5.0 mm 

thickness layers. 

+15…+30 13 720 
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3.2.2. Main characteristics of the axial pulling tests 

Glued insulated rail joints have to bear very high axial forces in CWR tracks due to 

change of temperature of the rails compared to the so-called neutral rail temperature. In 

this case the German method [27] is applied for construction of CWR track (i.e. long rails 

mainly with rail welding connecting them). Neutral rail temperature is ‘set’ during the 

last rail welding, and it means the rail temperature during this procedure. The neutral 

temperature range (the allowed interval) is almost between +15 °C and +28 °C. There are 

three neutral temperature values related to a railway track section that is CWR track: 

(i) neutral temperature of left rail; (ii) neutral temperature of right rail; (iii) neutral 

temperature of the track that is calculated as the average value of the previous two values. 

As above mentioned, these values are only related to a tracks section, not the whole 

railway line. These values are changing due to the expansion and the contract(ion) of the 

rails and the lateral movements of the track in the ballast bed, in summer and in winter, 

respectively. The difference between the real rail temperature values and the neutral rail 

temperature values is the basis of the calculation of the axial force (as well as axial stress) 

in rails due to temperature change. It is only one part of the reasons for occurrence of this 

kind of inner force (stress) in the rails, but it is one of the most relevant parts as well. In 

the case of the Hungarian climate condition, the highest considered rail temperature is 

+60 °C, the lowest is –30 °C. It means that in the summer a relatively high axial compression 

force (as well as stress) can be formed and so can, in the wintertime, a relatively high tensile 

force (as well as stress). 

Eqs. (1) and (2) give the formulas for calculation of the above mentioned force and 

stress value. 

 
railrailsteelsteeltempaxial ΔTAEF =.,

 (1) 

 
railsteelsteeltempaxial ΔTE = .,

 (2) 

where Faxial,temp. is the axial inner force in rail (profile) due to change in rail temperature [N], 

steel linear thermal expansion coefficient of the rail steel (1.15×10–5 1/°C), Esteel is the Young-

modulus of rail steel (2.1×1011 N/m2), Arail is the cross sectional area of rail profile [m2], and 

axial,temp. is the normal stress in the rail (profile) due to the change in rail temperature 

[N/m2]. 

The WG18/DG11 pre-standard [39] has a requirement related to the considered value of 

Trail=50 °C, as well as a safety factor (s=1.5) that has to apply both equations (Eqs. (1) 

and (2)) as a factor. It means that altogether 75 °C (i.e. 50×1.5) change in rail temperature 

has to be taken into consideration during the calculations. The authors decided that the inner 

force and stress values are also determined for 90 °C (the difference between +60 °C and –

30 °C; according to D.12/H [43]) change in rail temperature. Table 2 contains all the 

important parameters and their calculated values as well. 
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Table 2 Ultimate axial tensile forces, gap opening at ultimate axial tensile forces, as well 

as gap opening resistance values of specimens, during axial pulling tests [39] 

Rail profile Arail [m
2] 

Faxial,temp. × s [MN] 

(Trail=50 °C; s=1.5) 

Faxial,temp. [MN] 

(Trail=90 °C) 

MÁV 48 0.006292 1.13964 1.36757 

54E1 (UIC54) 0.006977 1.26371 1.51645 

60E1 (UIC60) 0.007670 1.38923 1.66707 

In Fig. 4 the principle arrangement of the axial pulling test is represented. The 

structure that was applied for the axial pulling tests is very strange equipment because the 

authors had to solve the main problem of the test procedure: the application of high axial 

forces. In this case tensile force is loaded onto the rail joint and this force has to be 

symmetrical just as it should act in the mass point of the rail joint. Because the application 

of tensile force with this high value is significant and complicated, the authors decided that 

compression force(s) will be transformed to tensile force(s). Four steel cantilevers were 

needed for it, namely, those that are fixed to the rail joints’ end with high strength fishplate 

bolts (M27, 8.8). These cantilevers have additional cross-horizontal screws (8 pieces: 4 

pieces on the top (Fig. 3) and 4 pieces on the bottom side of the structure). These bolts bear 

a relatively high bending moment due to the eccentric loading by hydraulic jacks/pistons. 

During the tests, the loading force and the gap opening are measured and recorded. 

 

Fig. 3 Test set-up of axial pulling test 

The main parameters of the test and the test set-up are summarized in Table 3. 

It has to be noted that the glued insulated rail joints with only glass-fiber reinforced 

fishplates were tested, but there were also insulated rail joints assembled by glass-fiber 

reinforced fishplates (i.e. without adhesive). 

During the axial pulling tests all of the applied parameters and characteristics were in 

accordance with the pre-standard WG18/DG11: the environmental parameters (air 

temperature, humidity, etc.) as well as the other relevant parameters i.e. speed of loading, 

the value of maximum loading force, etc. 
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Table 3 Applied parameters during axial pulling tests 

Parameters Value 

Length of specimens ~2500 mm 

Fishplate bolts M24 8.8 (in the case of 48 and 54 rail profiles) and  

M27 8.8 (in the case of 60 rail profile) quality bolts 

Fishplate types MTH-AP type fishplates 

Gap rail end post (4.0 mm) ± 0 mm  

(this is considered as ‘0’ state) 

Adhesive types type ‘A’ and type ‘B’ 

Force effort 2×200 tons Hydrafore hydraulic piston  

(type Hydrafore YG 200100; work range: 0-700 bar) 

Measurement of force with the help/base of hydraulic pressure  

(700 bar means ~4000 kN, the system was 500 bar,  

i.e. 500 bar means ~2857.143 kN) 

Measurement of 

displacement 

with the help of an inductive transmitter (LVDT) on the rail 

head (type HBM W50TK; measurement range: 50 mm; 

output signal: 80 mV/V; precision: 0.4%;  

shift of ’0’ point: 0.05%) 

Maximum allowed 

load of the set-up 

220.0 tons (~2200 kN) because of the load bearing capacity 

of the steel cantilevers fix onto the rail joints by bolts) 

3.2.3. Main characteristics of the static and dynamic bending tests 

The parameters for the vertical static and dynamic 3-point bending tests are summarized in 

the following paragraphs. 

In the first round, laboratory tests were carried out with the use of three rail systems 

(MÁV 48: in this case 48.5 kg/m; 54E1 and 60E1); altogether 9 pieces of specimens were 

assembled for these tests. In the reality conducted tests were as below according to the 

pre-standard WG18/DG11 on every specimen in this order (from point a) to d)). It has to 

be mentioned that the deflection values were measured and registered at four points (two 

in the center of the rail joint to avoid and/or minimize errors of measurements due to 

twisting, and the other two at the ends of the specimens to be able to consider the 

uplifting effect). All of tested rail joints (9 pieces) with three rail systems were made by 

two types of adhesives (6 pieces with adhesive type ‘A’, 3 pieces with adhesive type ‘B’). 

The specimens were glued insulated rail joints with polymer composite fishplates. 

a) Static bending tests without break with the consideration of three different support 

bay length values, before fatigue (‘BF’): 1490 mm, 1200 mm and 1000 mm; 

b) Fatigue test (i.e. dynamic bending test) with a load cycle of 3.5 million, the 

considered-applied bay length value was 1200 mm; 

c) Static bending test without break with the previously mentioned three different 

support bay length values, after fatigue (‘AF’); 

d) Static bending test until break (collapse) using of support bay length value of 

1490 mm. 
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In the second round there were more tasks related to additional 3 pieces of specimens 

(one specimen from each rail profile) which were glued insulated rail joints with polymer 

composite fishplates: 

The static bending tests were carried out without break considering 13 different 

support bay length values between 900 and 1490 mm with 50 mm steps, before fatigue 

(‘BF’). The loadings consist of two phases: in the first phase, a preload is applied to 

achieve the desired position of the tested rail joint. In the second phase, the loading was 

made up to the calculated maximum force (holding it at this value for 2 minutes) and then 

decreased the force to the unloaded (‘0’) position (Fig. 4); 

Fatigue test with a load cycle 3.5×106 in more steps (support bay length value was 

1200 mm) for all the three specimens; after every 0.5×106 cycles, a static bending test 

was performed until 3.5 million cycles (i.e. between 0.5 and 3.5 million cycles) without 

break considering 13 different support bay length values (900...1490 mm), (‘AF’); 

Static bending tests after 3.5 million cycles in the case of support bay length values 

600...850 mm considering symmetrical support arrangement as well as in the case of 

support bay length values 600…950 mm considering asymmetrical support arrangement. 

 

Fig. 4 Set-up of test arrangement of static bending test, supplemented by the position of 

the applied LVDTs (from 1 to 7) 

In the third round in the case of glued insulated rail joints with steel fishplates static 

bending tests were performed after 3.1 million cycles, then fatigue test with 0.4 million 

cycles and additional static bending tests after fatigue of 3.5 million cycles. Related to 

steel fishplated glued insulated rail joints symmetrical and asymmetrical support arrangements 

were taken into consideration regarding static bending tests. 

In the case of second and third rounds the vertical displacement (deflection) values 

were measured and recorded on the rail head at 7 points. When changing the support bay 

length values (both symmetrical and asymmetrical support arrangements), the LVDTs 

(Linear Variable Differential Transformers) are placed in the calculated new position in 

each case. The deflection values were measured and recorded with a precision of 0.001 

mm and an accuracy of 0.4%. In the bending tests (both the static and dynamic ones) 

there were 3 specimens with polymer composite fishplates and 3 specimens with steel 

fishplates. In the 3-3 specimens there were 1-1 specimen assembled with the earlier 

mentioned three rail profiles. 
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The staff of MÁV-Thermit Ltd. prepared all the glued insulated rail joint specimens in 

order to conduct laboratory bending tests. Each of the rails was cut to a length of nearly 

85 cm, i.e. the total length of the rail joint was 1700 mm). In order to make them able for 

comparison, in the second round the specimens were tested without application of adhesive 

materials. These measurements were carried out only related to three different support bay 

length values (1000, 1200 and 1490 mm). 

All of the bending tests were performed considering test parameters in accordance 

with the standard WG18/DG11 [39]. 

The requirements for frequency (f) of the dynamic bending test is 3…10 Hz; the 

considered Fvert.,min.=5 kN, Fvert.,max. can be calculated regarding the methodology shown in 

the following paragraphs, 3×106 loading cycles, the temperature of the structural elements 

during the tests must not exceed 50 °C. 

Using Eqs. (3) and (4) the considered maximum vertical loading force can be calculated. 

 
max0.125 ( )r c steel railM Q E I w=        (3) 

 
L

M
F r

max.vert = 4.,
 (4) 

where Mr is the considered bending moment according to pre-standard WG18/DG11 

[Nm]. c is the safety and correction factor (1.5 for suspended joints), Q is the static 

wheel load (×125 kN), Irail is the inertia moment of the rail cross-section with respect to 

the horizontal axis [m4], wmax is the maximum deflection (vertical displacement) of the 

glued insulated rail joint (×1.5 mm), Fvert.,max. is the maximum vertical loading force [kN] 

and L is the support bay length value [m]. 

Table 4 contains the effective maximum loading force values that are taken into 

consideration in the calculations. They differ from the values calculated by using Eqs. (1) 

and (2) because parameter Mr was determined in a modified method. Table 4 shows the 

Mr values recommended by pre-standard WG18/DG11, but the authors changed them a 

little bit, using the Zimmermann-Eisenmann calculation method [26] considering LM71 

type vehicle load 4×250 kN with a vehicle axle space of 1.60 m [47]. During the calculation 

the authors considered the following parameters: 

▪ static axle load, 2×Q=250 kN; 

▪ distance of axles (axle space); x=1.60 m; 

▪ speed; V=160 km/h (in the case of 54 and 60 rail profiles); 

▪ speed; V=100 km/h (in the case of 48 rail profile); 

▪ probability is 99.7%; t=3 (Student-distribution); 

▪ track condition; =0.15 (average); 

▪ effective length of half sleeper; ℓ=950 mm; 

▪ effective with of half sleeper; b=300 mm; 

▪ considered sleeper space; k=1200 mm (a non-supported sleeper is taken into 

consideration, k=2×600 mm=1200 mm); 

▪ bedding modulus; C=0.10 N/mm3; 

▪ dynamic amplificator factor; DAF=1.714 (in the case of 54 and 60 rail profiles); 

▪ dynamic amplificator factor; DAF=1.285 (in the case of 48 rail profiles); 

▪ characteristic length; Lch=1014.656 mm (in the case of 60 rail profile); 

▪ characteristic length; Lch=949.834 mm (in the case of 54 rail profile); and, 

▪ characteristic length; Lch=882.346 mm (in the case of 48 rail profile). 
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The other details of the calculation are not published; the result of the modified 

bending moment values (Mr) to be considered are 42.63; 40.85 and 34.71 kNm, related to 

60; 54 and 48 rail profiles, respectively. 

Based on the considered modified bending moment values, calculated Fvert.,max. values 

are determined; they can be seen below (they are only detailed related to L=1.2 m; the 

other calculation can be performed using Eq. (4)): 142.00; 136.20 and 115.70 kN, related 

to 60; 54 and 48 rail profiles, respectively. 

As an example a bending moment graph is given in Fig. 5 based on the calculated data. 
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Fig. 5 Bending moment vs. longitudinal position diagram (rail profile: MÁV 48; calculation 

method: Zimmermann-Eisenmann; LM71 vehicle load; maximum positive bending 

moment Mr=+34.71 kNm at x=0.00 m and x=4.80 m positions) 

The LVDTs during static bending tests were HBM W50TK types (measurement range: 

50 mm; output signal: 80 mV/V; precision: 0.4%; shift of ’0’ point: 0.05%) (see Fig. 4). 

During the static and dynamic bending tests all of the applied parameters and 

characteristics were in accordance with the pre-standard WG18/DG11 [39]: the environmental 

parameters (air temperature, humidity, etc.) as well as the other relevant parameters, i.e. speed 

of loading, etc. 

4. RESULTS 

4.1. Results of the axial pulling tests 

In the case of the axial pulling tests the gap opening parameter was the most important to 

be analyzed. 

In Figs. 6 and 7 the variation of axial pulling (tensile) force as a function of gap 

opening values is represented related to all the tested rail joints. 

In the legends of Figs. 6 and 7, the numbers 48, 54 and 60 mean the rail system (rail 

profile) of the rail joints, letter ‘A’ and ‘B’ are related to the type of the applied adhesive 

material (type ‘A’ and ‘B’, respectively), ‘WG’ means ‘without gluing’. 
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Fig. 6 Axial tensile force vs. gap opening diagram 1 
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Fig. 7 Axial tensile force vs. gap opening diagram 2 

The authors examined axial tensile force values at 0.1 mm gap opening (initial state). 

The results showed that the bolts and the adhesive material worked adequate. On the 

basis of the measurements the following statements can be formulated. 

In the case of specimens assembled with 48 rail profiles the adhesive type ‘A’ ensured 

approximately 1.8 to 2.7 times higher initial axial tensile force values than the specimens 

produced with adhesive type ‘B’ (124 and 185 kN, as well as 68 kN, respectively) at 0.1 mm 

gap opening, the gap opening values were approx. 5 mm at the ultimate axial tensile forces. 

Regarding specimens with 54 rail profiles and adhesive type ‘A’ provided approx. 1.7 

to 2.1 times higher axial tensile forces than ones with adhesive type ‘B’ at 0.1 mm gap 

opening value, the final gap opening was 20% higher in the case of specimens with 

adhesive type ‘B’ than with type ‘A’. 

In the case of specimens assembled with 60 rail profiles the measured axial tensile 

forces at 0.1 mm gap opening were nearly the same, but compared to the ultimate tensile 
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force values they were only their 0.037-0.047%. It means that the rail joints opened at 

relatively low loading states and the 4.00 mm gap evolved at the beginning of the tests. 

The maximum gap opening value of specimens made with adhesive type ‘A’ was approx. 

3.4 mm. In the case of specimens ‘WG’ the axial initial gap opening (0.1 mm) developed 

at even 17 kN, the ultimate gap opening value was approx. 16 mm. Regarding specimen 

60_A11 (it was the first measured specimen) the break did not occur even for the third 

trying; in the case of the first and the second trying the M27 8.8 bolts (that fixed the 

loading cantilevers to the rail joint specimen) were sheared, the specimen was able to 

bear the required axial tensile force. 

The gap opening resistance (unit kN/mm) was calculated related to all of the specimens. 

This parameter characterizes the stiffness of the glued insulated rail joint against gap 

opening at a given tensile force. The higher the gap opening resistance, the lower the evolved 

gap at the same tensile force is, i.e. at a given force interval. This parameter has to be 

determined for the constant tangent section of the loading diagrams. Table 4 shows not only 

the gap opening resistance values representing the tested specimens, but the ultimate axial 

tensile forces as well as the gap opening values at these ultimate loading force values. 

Table 4 Ultimate axial tensile forces, gap opening at ultimate axial tensile forces, as well 

as gap opening resistance values of specimens, during axial pulling tests 

Designation of 

specimen 

Ultimate axial 

tensile force [kN] 

Gap opening at 

ultimate axial 

tensile force [kN] 

Calculated gap 

opening resistance 

[kN/mm] 

48_A11 1317.30 5.050 460.64 

48_B11 1346.00 4.650 344.72 

48_A12 1547.20 4.606 499.85 

54_A11 1547.20 3.603 582.03 

54_B11 1433.90 4.653 369.13 

54_A12 1605.30 3.725 535.57 

60_A11 1767.80 3.378 556.60 

60_B11 1420.90 6.069 383.96 

60_A12 1645.10 3.406 545.62 

60_WG 1332.20 16.106 146.96 

Based on the obtained results (see Figs. 6 and 7 as well as Table 4) it can be concluded 

that the specimens had practically very low (or almost no) resistance in the initial intervals, 

although better for specimens made using adhesive type ‘A’). This statement is true not 

only for glued specimens, but the non-glued (‘WG’) one. It means that approx. only the 

0.04% of the ultimate axial tensile forces can be obtained at 0.1 mm gap opening. It has to 

be noted that the higher the gap opening, the higher the risk for failure of glued insulated 

rail joints is; it can happen earlier during railway operation. The question can be 

formulated why adhesive material in rail joints is applied if these joints do not have better 

behavior against gap opening at the initial stage. (It has to be noted that rail joints with 

adhesive material will have significantly better behavior during the lifetime under a 

repeated loading.) 

The axial tensile stresses were then determined and plotted into Fig. 8 The data (stress 

values) are related to the center line of the rail joint (taking into account the cross-

sectional area of the fishplate pair). 
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Of course, the ‘style’ and the ‘appearance’ of the axial tensile force and axial tensile 

stress diagrams are almost the same, but the different cross-sectional area of the fishplates 

(i.e. related to rail profiles 48, 54 and 60) influences the peak values as well as the 

tangent of the curves. These stress values are important; they can be compared to the 

limit values related to the base material. It has to be noted that higher normal stress 

values evolved in the fishplates due to the reduced cross-sectional area considering the 

bolt holes. These stress values 51.6%, 42.3% and 36.2% higher than in Fig. 8 (related to 

48, 54 and 60 rail profiles, respectively). (The effective cross sectional areas are 6416 and 

4232 mm2; 7346 and 5162 mm2; as well as 8212 and 6028 mm2; related to the non-

weakened and the weakened cross-sections and 48, 54 and 60 rail profiles, respectively). 
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Fig. 8 Axial tensile stress vs. gap opening diagram 

4.2. Results of the static and dynamic bending tests 

In this paragraph only the relevant results are introduced. Because of many measurements 

related to many aspects and many specimens, the authors collected some of the main results 

which represent the behavior of the investigated glued insulated rail joints. In every figure in 

this paragraph the abbreviation ‘BF’ means ‘before fatigue’, ‘AF’ means ‘after fatigue’. 

Where there is not any supplementary information next to ‘AF’ abbreviation, it is related to 

3.5 million loading cycle. There are a lot of new introduced calculated parameters which are 

adequate for evaluation of glued insulated rail joints. In every case they are explained and they 

are combined and represented by unique diagrams, graphs, or maybe tables. 

The authors examined and calculated the deterioration rate of the specimens considering 

the carried out laboratory dynamic bending tests with the fatigue interval up to 3.5 million 

cycles, supplemented by static bending tests before and after the fatigue steps. These 

evaluations are based on the assessment of the variation of vertical deflection values of the 

specimens as a function of fatigue (loading) cycles. The values are able to be compared to 

the initial values considering each specimen, this initial value (‘0’ state) is the measured 

state and bending behavior of the specimens (during static bending tests). The calculations 

were carried out related to bending tests with support bay length values of 1000, 1200 and 

1490 mm, and the examined three rail profiles (48, 54 and 60) were taken into account. 
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Linear regression lines were plotted into all of the vertical load vs. deflection functions 
(diagrams), i.e. linear regression functions were calculated to relevant intervals. The main 
parameter of these linear regression functions is the tangent (slope) in kN/mm unit. 
During the calculations the averages of the vertical deflection values were considered 
related to the maximum vertical loading force at the middle-bay position, regarding each 
rail profile and each fatigue step. The determined so called ‘stiffness of rail joint’ parameter 
(its unit is kN/mm/m) considers the support bay length values. They were compared to 
the initial measurements that are related to the ‘before fatigue’ states. 

In Table 5 the measured peak (ultimate) vertical force values, the peak (ultimate) bending 
moment are collected. The safety factor is 1.5 in the calculations. 

Table 5 Ultimate vertical force, ultimate bending moment as well as the calculated bending 

moment values considering safety factor, during the static bending tests until 

break (the support bay length value is 1490 mm) 

Designation of 

specimen 

Ultimate (peak) 

vertical force 

[kN] 

Ultimate (peak) 

bending moment 

[kNm] 

Calculated bending 

moment considering 

safety factor [kNm] 

48_A1 196.32 73.13 52.065 

48_B1 230.28 85.78 52.065 

48_A2 244.68 91.14 52.065 

54_A1 294.60 109.74 61.275 

54_B1 240.24 89.49 61.275 

54_A2 306.00 113.98 61.275 

60_A1 308.52 114.92 63.945 

60_B1 334.32 124.53 63.945 

60_A2 430.08 160.20 63.945 

In Fig. 9 the variation of stiffness of rail joint is represented. Fig. 10 gives examples 

for variation of the stiffness of the rail joint parameter as a function of support bay length 

between 900 and 1490 mm. 
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Fig. 9 Stiffness of rail joint vs. fatigue cycle diagrams; 48, 54, 60 rail profiles and 900 

and 1490 mm support bay length values 
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Fig. 10 Stiffness of rail joint vs. support bay length; 60 rail profile 

Fig. 11 shows a newly introduced parameter, the so-called ‘stiffness ratio’. This parameter 

characterizes the rail joints compared to the initial state (i.e. ‘BF’) of the examined glued 

insulated rail joints; it means the stiffness ratio is 1.0 at 0.0 million fatigue cycle, related to all 

the investigated rail joints with each rail profile (48, 54 and 60). The values that are 

represented in Fig. 11 are average values of the stiffness of rail joints; the considered values in 

the calculation of average are related to 900 and 1490 mm support bay length values. There 

are two relevant phases in each graph. The first part is between 0.0 and 0.5 million 

fatigue cycles, the second part is related to between 0.5 and 3.5 million fatigue cycles. In 

this second phase linear regression functions were determined which have relatively high R2 

coefficient (>.94). 

Table 6 represents the ‘deterioration speed’ parameter related to specimens with 48 

rail profile, its unit is kN/mm/m/fatigue cycle. It is calculated on the basis of ‘stiffness of 

rail joint’ (unit: kN/mm/m). In the ‘deterioration speed’ the number of fatigue cycles is 

also considered. Actually it is the tangent of the calculated line of the ‘stiffness of rail 

joint’ between 0.0 and 3.5 million points (it is not regression line). 
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Fig. 11 Stiffness ratio diagrams in the case of 48, 54, 60 rail profiles calculated from the 

average of stiffness of rail joints (900 and 1490 mm) 
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Table 6 Deterioration speed values of 48 rail profile specimens 

Designation of specimens 
Deterioration speed 

[kN/mm/m/fatigue cycle] 

48_A1_1000 mm –0.070 

48_B1_1000 mm –0.032 

48_A2_1000 mm –0.137 

48_A1_1200 mm –0.055 

48_B1_1200 mm –0.041 

48_A2_1200 mm –0.143 

48_A1_1490 mm –0.055 

48_B1_1490 mm –0.023 

Fig. 12 contains a graph related to (vertical) deformation line of glued insulated rail 

joint (with 48 rail profile) measured by 7 pieces of LVDTs fixed on the rail head during 

static bending tests, in the case the support bay length value is 900 mm. The plotted 

graphs given in Fig. 12 refer to the vertical deflection values related to the considered 

maximum vertical loading force (calculated from the Zimmermann-Eisenmann method 

see Chapter 3.2.3 and [26]) Of course, the measurements are available for each support 

bay length value and all of the considered and tested three rail profiles. 

In Fig. 13 another special, new parameter is shown. It is the so-called ‘deflection 

parameter’ and it is determined in mm2 unit. This parameter is calculated as the integral 

(area) below the deflection line in the whole length of the rail joints. There are two phases 

in each graph. The first part is between 0.0 and 0.5 million fatigue cycles, the second part is 

related to between 0.5 and 3.5 million fatigue cycles. In this second phase linear regression 

functions were determined which have relatively high R2 coefficient (R2>0.80). 
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Fig. 12 Measured deformation line of insulated rail joints assembled by polymer composite 

fishplates with and without gluing in the case of 900 mm support bay length, as 

well as 48 rail profile 
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Fig. 13 Deflection parameters vs. fatigue cycle 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The authors formulated theses that can be read in the following paragraphs based on the 

results in Chapter 4. In the first part they phrased the statements related to static and dynamic 

bending tests while in the second part there are statements related to axial pulling tests. 

The authors proved that there are two, well-separated sections, phases in the stiffness 

ratio vs. fatigue cycle functions related to the tested, investigated glued insulated rail joints 

assembled by glass-fiber reinforced fishplates. There is a border line between the two 

phases at the 0.5 million fatigue cycle value. In the second phase the deterioration (variation) 

can be characterized by linear regression functions that have significant R2 coefficients. 

The authors introduced parameters connected to the static and dynamic bending tests 

of glued insulated rail joints in laboratory. These are the ‘stiffness of rail joint’ [kN/mm/m], 

the ‘deterioration speed’ [kN/mm/m/fatigue cycle], that can help with the evaluation and 

comparison of the tested glued insulated rail joints. The authors stated the variation of 

stiffness of rail joints related to the examined glued insulated rail joints made by glass-

fiber reinforced and steel fishplates as a function of fatigue cycle. In the case of polymer 

composite fishplated glued insulated rail joints these variation speed (the tangent of 

stiffness of rail joint graphs as a function of fatigue cycle) is 1.17%, 2.16% and 8.54% 

higher compared to the tested steel fishplated glued insulated rail joints related to the 60, 

54 and 48 rail profiles, respectively. The types of fishplates are MTH-AP and MTH-P 

(polymer composite and steel, respectively). The integral function of the deflection graphs 

(i.e. the area ‘below’ the deflection graphs) was determined as a function of support bay 

lengths; they are adequate to assess the whole deformation line of the holding device (i.e. 

the glued insulated rail joint) in the vertical plane. The variation of these integral functions 

are proved that it can be characterized by quadratic polynomial regression functions in 

any cases (R2>0.97). Based on performed calculations the authors stated that the previously 
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mentioned integral value is 1.27%, 1.91% and 1.61% higher in the case of glued insulated 

rail joints with glass-fiber reinforced fishplates than ones with steel fishplates (related to 

60, 54 and 48 rail profiles, respectively). The last statements mean (in the case the 

vertical deflection values at middle-bay are known) that the deformation lines of glued 

insulated rail joints with polymer composite fishplates are close to a symmetric triangle 

shape while the steel fishplated ones’ deformation lines are close to a beam without joint 

(i.e. they have quadratic parabola shapes). 

Based on the axial pulling tests it is proved that adhesive type ‘A’ ensured an average 

10% higher ‘gap opening resistance’ than adhesive type ‘B’ in the case of glued insulated 

rail joints assembled by glass-fiber reinforced fishplates (the effective values are 10.96%, 

9.74% and 9.00% related to 60, 54 and 48 rail profiles, respectively). The adhesive type 

‘A’ can be applied more universal in the case of the tested rail joints; in the case of using 

of adhesive type ‘B’ the axial pulling graphs spectacularly differ just as they guaranteed 

higher deviation related to the peak axial tensile stresses (and forces). 

The authors would like to summarize the experiences not only of their laboratory tests, 

but tests on site, too, because this paper is considered as a concluding article. 

Based on the conducted laboratory [46, 48] and tests on site [49] some relevant statements 

can be drawn which are able to be useful for the application of MTH-AP fishplated in glued 

insulated rail joints: 

▪ The behavior and service life of the polymer composite fishplated glued insulated 

rail joints depend significantly on the accuracy of the preparation of the rail joint. 

When mounting, no gap is allowed between the end of the rail and the end of the 

rail end post on either side. 

▪ Those adhesive types that can only be used in thick layers are not suitable for 

gluing the rail end post to the end of the rail because the thick layer is able to pug 

due to traffic (passing wheels) after a relatively short time. 

▪ High attention has to be given to the surface and surface design of polymer 

composite fishplates because the adhesive material may not be able to adhere 

sufficiently to lacquered and/or surface-coated fishplates. 

▪ The fishplates have to fit exactly within specified tolerances to the rail web. 

▪ The required torque for fishplate bolts is min. 850 Nm. 

▪ The applicable support set-up of track considering glued insulated rail joint is 

suspended joint. 

▪ Min. 3-3 pieces of supporting sleepers next to the glued insulated rail joints have 

to be tamped carefully, unsupported sleepers are not allowed. 

▪ The appearance of ‘whitening’ visible to the eyes in the lower part of the joint (i.e. 

fishplates), even in the middle, makes it likely that the fishplate crack will develop 

nearby. The crack in the fishplate is not followed by a sudden fracture (break), it 

increases slowly with the repetition of the load. The cracked fishplate must be 

replaced. 

▪ In the case of glued insulated rail joints with MTH-AP fishplates, the allowed 

static axle load is 225 kN and the allowed speed is up to 160 km/h (for 54 and 60 

rail profile), as well as 100 km/h (for 48 rail profile). 

▪ The rail temperatures during installation should be taken into account in accordance 

with MÁV regulation D.12/H [43]. 

▪ The relaxation of CWR tracks has to be performed according to MÁV regulation 

D.12/H [43]. 
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▪ Production of glued insulated rail joints assembled by MTH-AP fishplates is 

preferred in factory, not on-site. 

▪ The fishplate bolts should be min. 10.9 strength quality. 

▪ The connecting cut (trim) of the rails should be perpendicular to the longitudinal 

axis of the rail. The inclined cut is not preferred. 

▪ The application of heat-treated or special rail steel categories is preferred, but not 

prescribed. 

▪ In the case of structural ballast gluing is planned for the glued insulated rail joint, 

it is necessary to consult with the owners of the patent law. 

6. SUMMARY AND FURTHER RESEARCH POSSIBILITIES 

This article summarizes the research carried out in the topic of glued insulated rail joints 

assembled by glass-fiber reinforced (polymer composite) fishplates. The authors introduced 

their own performed laboratory tests, as well as the relevant results and the connecting 

evaluations and recommendations for application. 

The results were formulated as theses, which were drawn as scientific statements. 

At the end of the article, the authors drew relevant statements, main aspects and 

recommendations related to application of MTH-AP (produced by Russian company, 

APATECH) based on the conducted laboratory tests as well as on-site tests and their results. 

It has to be mentioned that since 2016 there are four testing (experimental) sites in the 

international main railway line No. 1 in Hungary (Kelenföld-Hegyeshalom state border). These 

glued insulated rail joints work well, no special problems there were related to them [38, 49]. 

The authors formulate some further, research possibilities in this topic: 

▪ Application of computer tomography related to the laboratory tests (i.e. axial 

pulling tests, as well as static and dynamic bending tests) to be able to assess the 

changing of fishplates’ inside material structure regarding fatigue cycles. 

▪ There are possibilities for evaluating the deformation characteristics and their 

changing of fishplates. These technologies are the measurements by GOM ARAMIS, 

GOM TRITOP [50], as examples. 

▪ Special 2D/3D FE modeling of fishplates as well as the whole rail joint. 

▪ Continuation of diagnostics and the data processing of field tests (i.e. measurements 

made by railway track geometry recording cars). 

▪ Taking into consideration of rail and wheel wear due to GIRJs. 

▪ Paying respect to application of fuzzy and fuzzy-random logics or neural networks 

during assessment of field tests. 
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